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ABSTRACT 
 

Grid Computing is a distributed computing technology that can provide users with powerful computing and 
storage capacity. Most of the applications of grid computing are now replaced by the use of cloud 
computing. However, there is an area where the grid computing technology can still be utilized, that is in 
the area of desktop grid computing (DGC). With the growth of desktop computer belonging to an 
organization and the increasing of internet penetration worldwide, desktop grid computing can be a good 
alternative to provide the cheapest high-power computing to solve computing intensive applications by 
utilizing non-dedicated resources. DGC can also be utilized if an application involved some sensitive and 
secured data. Another area where DGC can be useful is to support the concept of volunteer computing 
which is expected be more popular in the future since devices that can be volunteered are not only limited 
to desktop computers but also other computing devices such as smart phones. The main objective of this 
paper is to review some available middlewares for DGC. This paper also discusses the future direction of 
DGC. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Parallel computing is a type of computation that 
allows the execution of processes to be carried out 
simultaneously [1]. Figure 1 shows the evolution of 
Parallel computing to Cloud computing. 

 

Figure 1: Cloud computing evolution [2], [3] 

The concept of Grid Computing (GC) is 
explained briefly by [4] as integrated system which 
contain servers, storage on the networks in order to 
get significant spike of computing power and 
storage capacity. Grid computing are used for 
computing intensive application such as 
Bioinformatics, Cheminfor-matics, Medical 
Informatics, Physical Simulations, Compute-

Intensive Analysis of Large Data, and Biology-
Inspired Algorithm [5]. 

Even though GC offer numbers of computing 
resources but it also come up with intricate 
problem, such as profoundly difficult on hardware 
scaled up or down [6]. In the same time Cloud 
Computing (CC) which is a new model on 
employing technology [7], [8] comes to complete 
GC in terms of previous problem [9]. CC has been 
used by researcher to enhance their research 
productivity [10]. However, there is an area where 
the grid computing technology can still be utilized, 
that is in the area of desktop grid computing (DGC). 
And now DGC has become prominent options of 
CC [11] and well-known tool in solving scientific 
computation [12]. CC shares the basic concept as 
DGC where to harness the unused of computer 
computing resource [11]. Components of DGC 
consists of non-dedicated resources such as desktop 
or laptop computers [13] connected to a network 
[12]. DGC is a cheaper solution to obtain a high 
computing power in order to solve computing 
intensive applications [14]. The taxonomy of 
Desktop Grids in shown in Figure 2 [15]. 

The main strength of DGC is the steadily 
increasing availability of desktop computers [16]. 
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DGC runs with two main pillars [17], which are 
computational and participative pillars. 
Computational pillar refers to managing and setting 
up DGC, so it can be utilized as efficiently as 
possible. Participative pillar intends to attract as 
many volunteers as possible. 

Figure 2: A Taxonomy of Desktop Grid [15] 

Another advantage of DGC is that its middleware 
is easy to be installed [18]. The middleware used by 
DGC is different from the one used by grid 
computing. DGC requires middleware that can 
address the issues in very dynamic environment and 
situation, such as unstable connection, varying 
bandwidth or machines heterogeneous operating 
systems and architecture, and anonymous 
volunteers. 

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 
2 talks about the motivation and aim of the article. 
Some of DGC middlewares are discussed in section 
4. Section 5 is the discussion and finally, section 6 
concludes this paper. 

2. THE MOTIVATION AND AIM  

The main concept of CC is to shared computing  
resource to maximize the proficiency with 
minimum price [19], [20]. In the same time as have 
mentioned above, DGC shared the same concept as 
CC. So, the motivation of this research is to give 
insight the difference between CC and DGC and 
finally can demonstrate how in some ways DGC 
can outperform CC. 

3. MIDDLEWARE 

Inherently, middleware is related to message 
delivery [21]. It means middleware is a bridge to 
manage the various information between client and 
server. The concept of middleware appeared 
initially in 1980s where for the first time 
researchers develop primary component for 
midleware such as remote procedure call, file 
service, and directory service [22]. Sadjadi [23] 

states that middleware is a software associate to 
wrap up the various services that are among 
network operating system and user application. He 
also added that the middleware is very useful to 
overcome complicated repetitive work on code 
writing for communication process between client 
and server across platform. 

The main functions of middleware are: 

 To synchronize among application programs, 
lower-level hardware, and software 
infrastructure that make the connection and 
interoperation of any application is easy [24]. 

 To simplify integration process of any 
components in order to run application, lower-
level hardware, or software infrastructure [24]. 

 Middleware avoids the rewriting of programs 
that are low-level, tedious, and error-prone; 
which eventually can save time and cost on 
software lifecycle [24]. 
 

There are two types of middleware [25]: 
integration middleware and application middleware. 
Integration middleware means that the middleware 
has its own adapting techniques to a completely 
different environment. Unlike integration 
middleware, application middleware has only 
limited techniques for what the application is made. 

Figure 3: DGC Middleware Taxonomy [25] 

4. DGC MIDDLEWARE 

Many middlewares have been developed for 
desktop grid computing, such as BOINC [26], 
Strewed [26],  OurGrid [26],  SZTAKI  Desktop  
Grid [26], and HTCondor [26]; however not all of 
them are active. Some middleware does not have 
ongoing research anymore. In this paper, we 
concentrate our discussion on the well-known 
middlewares. Based on the architecture, the above 
middleware can be separated into two parts, Peer-
to-peer and Client & Server. 

Some of the terms used in DGC middleware are: 
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Server. Server is a device that has the 
responsibility to allocate the work to each worker 
[27]. 

Worker. Worker is a device that runs the job 
received from the server voluntarily [27]. 

Result Error. Result Error is wrong result or 
also not in correct range that has been appointed 
[27]. The result error is caused by some factors such 
as sabotage, intervention by worker owner, 
malicious workers, etc. 

Error rate. Error rate is proportion of error or 
incorrect result between the tolerate result after the 
computation is finished [27]. 

Redundancy. Redundancy is proportion of how 
many duplicate work that is given to worker with 
verified number N of work units [27]. 

Error Detection. Error Detection is how the 
middleware can verify or ascertain there are any 
error on the computation by recompute the already 
known result to other workers [27], [28].  

Spot Checking. Spot Checking is to test the 
disordered workers with the job that has identify as 
the correct result. If among of the workers send 
dissimilar result as expected by the server, so the 
workers will be boycott for the next computation 
[27]. 

Sabotage-Tolerance. The technique to overcome 
the inconstancy of computation by applying the 
voting [29]. 

Voting. Voting is a way to overcome the 
Sabotage-Tolerance problem by asking some 
workers to do the same jobs many times. The most 
number of the same result that is generated by the 
workers is the correct result [30]. 

Scheduler. Scheduler has the responsibility to 
manage the data traffic between workers and server. 
It manages tasks to be executed by workers and 
control the result generated by workers to server 
[31]. 

Checkpoint. Checkpoint is saving the 
information where the node unsuccessful to work. 
So when the job is restarted it is no need to start 
from the first, it just can start from the checkpoint 
[32]. 

Tasks. A portion of jobs [33]. These tasks are 
distributed from server to clients. 

Jobs. A group of task, to be executed in parallel 
[33]. 

Network of Favors. The right to use resources 
on network as equal as the resources that have been 
donated [34]. 

Free riders. Selfish user where only want to 
consume the resource without willing to provide his 
computing resources [35]. 

Pull model. A concept in DGC where the clients 
request job from the server [36]. 

Push model. A concept in DGC where the server 
pushes job to the clients [37]. 

There are two types of DGC middleware: peer-
to-peer and client server. These middlewares are 
distinguished in term of organization, behavior and 
network structure [38] as shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Client Server vs Peer to Peer [38] 

 Client Server Peer to Peer 
Organization Centralized Decentralized 
Behavior  Dependence Autonomy 
Network 
Topology 

Structured Unstructured 

 

3.1 Peer-to-Peer 
Peer-to-peer architecture is very suitable to be 

implemented on DGC, because its architecture 
supports [39]: (i) Platform heterogeneity, (ii) 
Symmetric view, the node can be a server or a 
client; (iii) Natural scalability, the master will never 
overload because the node is a master and a client. 
Moreover, this technology also promising low-cost 
desktop grid by giving the possibility just 
harnessing smaller desktop grid [40]. 

3.3.1 XtremWeb-CH [41] 

One of DGC middleware based on peer-to-peer is 
XtremWeb-CH (XWCH). This middleware consists 
of four modules: coordinator, worker, warehouse 
and broker; and the coordinator as the main 
modules [42]. The function of coordinator is to 
coordinate between client as users and server as 
workers. Every node has its own worker to do the 
job and to supply the task among them. To make 
the application that is submitted by the user is 
understand by XtremWeb-CH, the broker has to 
alter the application into the format that can know 
by this middleware [39]. 

Worker will send the calculation result to the one 
or more warehouses. The warehouse pretends as 
repository or file server to keep data and binary 
executables. As policy in Xtremeweb-CH, the 
worker must submit the execution result at least to 
one warehouse [43]. To communicate to 
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Coordinator, worker send four types of cue (1) 
WorkRegister, (2) WorkAlive, (3) WorkRequest, 
and (4) WorkResult [43]. 

3.3.2 OurGrid 

Another middleware based on this architecture is 
OurGrid. OurGrid promises the slight on Installing, 
configuring, and customizing [44]. To overcome the 
freeriding problem or someone who uses resources 
without re-donate the resource to the network [45], 
OurGrid implements the Network of Favors, means 
the resource that you can get from the network 
based on how many resources that you have 
donated. Also next time, if you have donated many 
resources; you will get the priority to get the 
resource from others [33]. 

There are three main components on OurGrid 
architecture, the OurGrid Community, MyGrid and 
SWAN [33]. MyGrid as agent to link between user 
and the server by providing tasks, jobs, and grid 
machines; OurGrid Community to construct the 
grid that will be used by MyGrid; and SWAN as 
controlling the grid process running on the secure 
way [33]. The application concept that is used by 
OurGrid is a bag-of-tasks [46] which it means each 
of those parallel applications is independent [44]. 

3.2 Client-Server  
Client-Server has different architecture compare 

to Peer to Peer (p2p) architecture. In this model, 
there are one or more servers that have control over 
client, such as centralized security databases to 
control access to shared resources on servers. In this 
model also, server may in turn be clients of other 
servers [47]. Some of middlewares based on this 
architecture are XtremeWeb, BOINC, 
HTCONDOR, SZTAKI Local Desktop Grid, 
QADPZ and Progress Thru Processor. 

3.2.1 XtremWeb [48] 

XtremWeb, which is written in Java, Perl and C, 
has two main structures architecture: Worker and 
Server. Worker has two jobs: (1) To prepare the 
available desktop grid resources to do the 
XtremWeb computation. The worker decides if the 
desktop grid resources is ready to be deployed by 
monitoring the user availability (working mouse or 
keyboard), recognizing the CPU, I/O and memory 
usage; and (2) To do the work which is commanded 
by the server. The worker will launch the thread 
when the desktop grid computer is ready to 
executes the job. This thread has some functions, 
such as: controlling, monitoring, computing and 
alive [48]. 

In other side the server architecture has three 
main modules: pool of applications, pool of jobs, 
accounting modules, and web user interface. Pool 
of Applications has the responsibility on application 
with multiparameter consecutive and assigning for 
pre-compiled binaries to be distributed to varying 
platform [48]. 

Besides those three main modules, server also 
has another two modules to support the server. 
They are Scheduling & Server Specialization and 
Implementation. Scheduling & Server 
Specialization has some components, (1) 
Dispatcher. The aim of this Dispatcher is 
transmitting the task from the task pool to the 
scheduler. (2) Scheduler. To ensure every task is 
done well. The policy that is used to accomplish the 
task is FIFO (first in first out). It means every task 
will be done sequentially based on which the first 
task is. For the distribution task, scheduler applies 
the pull model concept which means the worker 
asks scheduler for the task. The worker is 
determined by its run time environment and the 
existence of a pre-build binary of the application 
[48]. 

3.2.2 BOINC (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for 
Network Computing) [49] 

BOINC was introduced for the first time in 2002. 
Now it becomes ones of prominent middleware 
[16]. Not just for DGC middleware, this is also 
prepared for social network. It describes sharply 
from the features that is provided, for example it 
provides rewards such as a new cryptocurrency that 
is called Gridcoin [50], [51] for who has donate 
resources the most, provide the forum to help each 
other of volunteers; this is include also for the 
software developer. The last, it also provide for 
volunteers and scientist to take a part together to 
promote the science [40]. To bring about more 
computing resources, BOINC has provided the 
client application for Linux, Microsoft Windows, 
Apple Mac OS X  [52], [53], and Android [53], [54] 
users. 

BOINC, which adopted the pull model as task 
distribution, consists of two side, client and server. 
On client side, BOINC has three main components: 
(1) Client, (2) Manager, and (3) Screensaver [55]. 
To run any BOINC project, it must has its own 
server and every server consists of three parts: 
(1)Web interface; (2) task server; and (3) data 
server [56]. 

For running its task, BOINC has eight elements 
as in server side. Those elements are work 
generator, scheduler, feeder, transitioner, 
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assimilator, file deleter, and database purger [56]. 
Work generator publishes the new work unit that 
will be executed by the application; The feeder 
takes the job from the database and distributes to 
the queue; Than the transitioner shall control 
between the work unit and the result; Assimilator 
will save any valid result to the other database. The 
unused files and work unit will be removed from 
the database by the deleter and database purger 
[57]. 

The BOINC processes start from Work Unit 
Generator, where from this first step, Work Unit 
Generator has responsibility to produce new work 
unit to be sent to clients by putting them in queue 
through feeder. Before the work units are given to 
the client, they must obey the scheduler regulation. 
The scheduler is middle person on managing 
information in and out from clients [58]. To avoid 
any malicious action to the system, BOINC just 
give approval to the code that has digitally signed 
[18]. 

3.2.3 HTCONDOR [59] 

HTCondor is the first middleware which utilize 
the idle resource [60]. It is belonging to HTCondor 
Research Project at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison (UW-Madison). Basically, HTCondor 
consists with three parts: (1) Job Submitters; (2) 
Machine Owners; and (3) Pool administrator. Both 
could be the same person. The Job Submitters can 
request the specification of how the project work. 
Usually the specification is made based on the 
project. For example, if the project should only 
work under Linux machine, must be run on 
maximum memory. The request is prepared on the 
submission file and submitted when the project 
ready to be run. 

Machine owner has right to control how the 
machine works. As an instance the machine run the 
HTCondor machine in the midnight only with the 
maximum memory can be used or when the 
machine is idle. The owner also has authorization to 
choose the type of project. Pool Administrator ties 
between Job Submitters and Machine Owners. The 
Pool Administrator modulate the priority user and 
job, and the allocation of available resource. 

Central Manager, Submit Machine and Execution 
Machine are there main components in HTCondor 
[61]. The jobs are submitted from the submit 
machine, then the Central Manager identifies the 
feature and usage information of every resource 
which pool in system. The execution machine is 
decided by the Central Manager by matchmaking to 
Job Submitters and Machine Owners. 

Unlike other DGC middleware, HTCondor 
implements the push model, so the central manager 
can send the jobs to the vacant client even without 
any request from the client. 

3.2.4 SZTAKI Local Desktop Grid (LDG) 

SZTAKI (The Computer and Automation 
Research Institute of the Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences) LDG is start in 2005 where connected 
widespread any small and medium desktop grid as 
one is the main objective of this middleware. This 
idea is result from the common paradigm of desktop 
grid computing where many resource providers – 
few users [58], [62], means even there are many 
volunteers who want to allocate the desktop to be 
part of desktop grid but in the same time just a few 
users can utilize its. It is also evident from the 
reality where sometimes in one institution almost in 
each department has its own local desktop grid 
infrastructure, but unfortunately, they don’t connect 
each other [62]. 

In consequence SZTAKI LDG tries to overcome 
this problem by introducing the hierarchy way. It 
means, in the same time each of separate desktop 
grid can ask or/and send work (push and pull mode) 
[62]. Looking how it works, this model is almost 
the same to how the p2p model work where each 
desktop grid has its own right to send or/and ask the 
job. The policy of ask and/or send the job is 
depending the job loading on the desktop grid itself. 

SZTAKI LDG uses the derivative of BOINC to 
handle the desktop grid. Derivative means SZTAKI 
LDG has make up some new components in 
BOINC, especially in server side. The feature such 
as the ability of BOINC to pull jobs from 
somewhere else in the same hierarchy. Also some 
modifications in the client side, for instance it has to 
report the available processor and platform to top of  
the hierarchy [58]. As security reason, HTTPS 
protocol is used to communicate and also transfer 
data that is carried out between client and SZTAKI 
LDG server [18]. 

3.2.5 QADPZ (Quite Advanced Distributed 
Parallel Zystem) [63]  

QADPZ which is developed using C++ has three 
main frames to executes its work: slaves, masters, 
and clients. Slave is the donation resource which is 
taking part in any computing. Master has task to 
organize everything that act on job process, for 
instance start and stop process, queuing the task. 

The client is bridging between the user and the 
system, where the user can create the job, 
monitoring the status. The job that has been created 
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will be sent to master, then master will distribute it 
to the slave. QADPZ uses UDP as connection 
protocol for each that main frames. This UDP 
Protocol has some advantages [64], such as: 

 The data rate is determined when the 
application is sent. 

 The application will receive the data as soon as 
possible even though the data sometimes is not 
useful. 

 The transport layer will never resend the 
missing packets. 

 The possibility for the Internet checksum to 
verify the UDP header and the data payload. 
 

3.2.6 Progress Thru Processors  

Progress Thru Processor is initiated by Intel in 
2009. The aim of this Progress Thru Processor is to 
embed the BOINC into Facebook application [65], 
[66]. Intel objectifies this project by collaboration 
with GridRepublic desktop grid computing. To 
participate to this Progress Thru Processor, you just 
need to have Facebook account, and then join the 
project. While you post the message, read the wall, 
the Progress Thru Processor shall runs. 

5. DISCUSSION 
The development of desktop grid computing has 

evolved over 30 years. Some of middlewares have 
been evolved to improve its function while some of 
them has already disappeared as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: Evolution of DGC Middlewares 

Architecture Middleware 
Date 

released
Current 
status

Peer-to-peer XtremWeb-
CH 

Unknown Information 
not 
available

OurGrid 2010 Latest 
release 
2013

Client server XtremWeb 2000 Latest 
released 
2008.

BOINC 2002 Latest 
released 
2020.

HTCONDOR 1988 Latest 
released 
2020.

SZTAKI 
Local 
Desktop Grid 

2005 Information 
not 
available 

QADPZ 2001 Latest 
released 
2003

Progress 
Thru 

2009 Information 
not 
available

Processor.
 

Currently the most popular DGC middleware are 
BOINC and HTCONDOR. BOINC is famous in 
term of volunteer computing [67] and in other side 
HTCONDOR is well known as desktop grid 
middleware. As prominent middleware, BOINC 
middleware is also available in Google Play Store 
as Android app where users can easily be a 
volunteer in any projects as study diseases, predict 
global warming, or discover pulsars. 

The comparison between cloud computing and 
desktop grid computing is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Comparison between Cloud Computing 
and DGC 

Issues Comparisons 
Utilization Cost We have to pay for using the cloud 

computing services whereas DGC is 
utilizing available resources. So, in 
this case the use of DGC is cheaper 
compare to the use of cloud 
computing. 

Management 
Cost 

Cloud computing is managed by 
cloud providers while DGC need to 
be managed by the organization. So, 
in term of management the use of 
cloud computing reduces overhead 
of an organization. 

Security DGC is managed internally, and 
data will be limited within the 
organization, and thus will be more 
secured.  

Available 
Resource 

The current cloud computing can 
provide almost unlimited resource, 
while the available resource for 
DGC is limited by the number of 
available desktop computers. 

Reliability Both cloud computing and DGC are 
supported by reliable software 
technology and thus both of them 
can be considered to be reliable. 

Resource 
Management 

DGC is available by the probability 
of heterogeneity in terms of 
operating system, bandwidth and 
availability. But in other side cloud 
computing is available by 
predictable operating system, 
bandwidth and availability. 

 
From Table 3, it seems that there are some 

advantages and disadvantages of using DGC as 
compared to using cloud computing. Since most 
organizations, especially institutions of higher 
learning have a lot of desktop computers that are 
not fully used at all time, DGC can still be utilized 
to solve problems that requires high computational 
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power. Some examples of current projects that 
involve the use of DGC are [13]. 

Another area where DGC can be a good option if 
the application involves high security data. Since 
cloud computing is managed by people outside the 
organization, data security cannot be fully 
guaranteed. There are many examples of data 
leakage due to security flaws of cloud computing 
providers. A 2017 study by CGI and Oxford 
Economics measured the costs resulting from data 
breaches in the last five years at more than $50 
billion [68]. DGC is managed internally, and data 
will be limited within the organization, and thus 
will be more secured. 

The third area where DGC can be fully utilized is 
to support the concept of volunteer computing [16]. 
Volunteer computing (VC) is a kind of distributed 
computing that make use of the aggregated spare 
computing resources from smartphone and laptop 
[69]. Those spare or idle resources are usually 
donated by common people for scientific project 
[70]. The first well-known [12] and most popular 
VC project is SETI@Home that was launched in 
1999 and managed by a group of researchers at the 
Space Sciences Laboratory of the University of 
California, Berkeley. The purpose of this project is 
to use large-scale distributed computing to perform 
a sensitive search for radio signals from 
extraterrestrial civilizations [71]. The other projects 
are GIMPS that was started in 1996. The aim of this 
project is to find the largest prime number. The 
project has engaged 182,795 volunteers who 
provided 1,614,096 CPUs and the largest prime 
number found so far has 24,862,048 digits. 
ATLAS@Home is a research project that uses 
volunteer computing to run simulation of particle 
physics experiments at CERN. The others latest 
project is theSkyNet Pan-STARRS1 Optical Galaxy 
Survey (POGS) project [72]. 

Another development of DGC is in the use of 
DGC middlewares on other devices such as 
smartphone to provide the required computing 
power. DreamLab [73], for example, is a project 
utilizing BOINC middleware and runs on iPhone 
and iPad. Currently DreamLab has more than 
100,000 users [74]. The aim of this project is to 
uses the processing power of idle phones to help 
solve cancer problem. Another project which utilize 
volunteered spare resource of smartphone is ALICE 
Connex [75]. Similar to DreamLab, ALICE Connex 
also stand behind BOINC middleware. 

 

 

6. DIFFERENT FROM PRIOR WORK 
The purpose of this work is to give insight 

regarding how DGC can be an option other than 
CC. The option here does not mean that DGC can 
replace for CC, but in some aspect and 
circumstance DGC is better option compare to CC, 
for example in data security. This work tries to give 
insights to make user of DGC or CC can make a 
choice whether to use DGC or CC that depend on 
their circumstance or issue. 

7. CONCLUSION 
DGC as a part of Grid Computing is worth to be 

consider as an option beside CC. Even it is unequal 
head to head comparison, but in some terms, DGC 
is outperforming the CC. In term of security issue 
DGC can be surely better than CC. This alone can 
show how the future direction of DGC where 
nowadays security is a big challenge and a reason in 
considering to adopting CC. There was a lot of 
DGC middleware but just a few is still alive and in 
service.  

The use of desktop grid computing technology 
can still be utilized for solving computing intensive 
application. With the growth of desktop computer 
belonging to an organization and the increasing of 
internet penetration worldwide, desktop grid 
computing can be a good alternative to provide the 
cheapest high-power computing. DGC, which is a 
simple yet effective computing system can also be a 
good option to be utilized if an application involved 
some sensitive and secured data. 

Another major use of DGC is to support 
volunteer computing projects. Some of volunteer 
computing projects currently available are 
SETI@Home, GIMPS and Atlas@Home. The use 
of volunteer computing is expected to be more 
popular in the future since devices that can be 
volunteered is not only limited to desktop 
computers but also other computing devices such as 
smart phones. The idea of volunteering computing 
devices while we are asleep in order to solve 
problems that can give benefit to humanity, such as 
DreamLab, is interesting and will certainly get 
support from a lot of volunteers. 
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